MusicQUI Z
Quizmaster Sheet
This page is for the quiz host. Read each question aloud to the group, and allow them time to write down their
answers. Once all questions have been answered, you can read out the answers printed next to each question
below. Ask the quizzers to mark their answers, and note their score at the bottom. It’s your job then to calculate
the winner and read the results to the group.

1. ‘Circle of Life’ is a song from which 1994 animated Disney film? A: The Lion King
2. How many strings does a violin have? A: 4
3. Nial Horan was in what famous pop group? A: One Direction
4. What colour keys are there on a piano? A: Black and White
5. As of 2020, Sir Tom Jones and Will.i.am are judges on which British television show? A: The Voice
6. Who has fans called Beliebers? A: Justin Bieber
7. Which animal does the clarinet represent in Peter and the Wolf ? A: A cat
8. Who sang the song Roar? A: Katie Perry
9. Which letter comes after Jessie to give the full name of a singer? A: J for ‘Jessie J’
10. What name is given to the thin round metal plates that come with a drum set? A: Cymbals
11. Which wind instrument would you associate with Scotland? A: Bagpipes
12. What do you call the person that stands in front of an orchestra, directing with a baton? A: A conductor
13. Robbie Williams used to sing with which pop group? A: Take That
14. In the nursery song ‘The Wheels on the Bus’ what goes ‘swish, swish, swish’?? A: The wipers
15. Jade Thirlwall and Perrie Edwards are singers in which British pop group? A: Little Mix
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